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    Get to know Pardon Media
  







  Based in Portland, Oregon
Traveling wherever clients take us



























 








  
    SERVICES AND PRICING
  





 







        

        
          
        
      

    

  

    

      
        
        
           





  PARDON ME...  WE LOVE OUR CLIENTS
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                "Need great videography? Look no further than Jeff Goldstein at Pardon Media. He’s an artist with the camera, a wizard in the editing room, and a problem-solving partner as an entrepreneur. He captured the magic of my Pips & Bounce project fluently, and I can’t wait to put him to work on upcoming opportunities!"
— Michael Jung | Owner - Pips & Bounce (Yelp)


              
              
              

              
            

            
            
              
              

	














              
              

	














            


          

        

      
        

          
            
            


  

  

    

      

      
    
  

  


          

          

            
            
              
              

	














              
              

	














            


            

            
            
            
              

	














              
              

	














            


            
              
            

            
              
                
                "My company needed a new website and promo video, thankfully we hired Pardon Media. Almost instantly we started receiving new business through the website plus we always get praise about our awesome video. Jeff also helped clean up our online presence and was very easy to work with, you can tell he really cares…"
— Ray Deal | Leak Seal Roofing Inc. (Google)


              
              
              

              
            

            
            
              
              

	














              
              

	














            


          

        

      
        

          
            
            


  

  

    

      

      
    
  

  


          

          

            
            
              
              

	














              
              

	














            


            

            
            
            
              

	














              
              

	














            


            
              
            

            
              
                
                "Jeff was a pleasure to work with! He’s professional, creative and personable. He successfully translated our product into two video spots designed to entice the viewer to experience our cruises. We plan on utilizing his services to capture the rest of our product line."
— Molly Olson | Portland Spirit (LinkedIn)


              
              
              

              
            

            
            
              
              

	














              
              

	














            


          

        

      
        

          
            
            


  

  

    

      

      
    
  

  


          

          

            
            
              
              

	














              
              

	














            


            

            
            
            
              

	














              
              

	














            


            
              
            

            
              
                
                "Jeff Goldstein did beautiful work on music videos that I needed to capture the sense of live performance… Friendly pre-shoot interview, great attention to detail, collaborative when needed, artistic sensibility, and completely accommodating when it came to edit changes. I really enjoyed working with Jeff."
— Michael Henchman | Musician (Facebook)


              
              
              

              
            

            
            
              
              

	














              
              

	














            


          

        

      
        

          
            
            


  

  

    

      

      
    
  

  


          

          

            
            
              
              

	














              
              

	














            


            

            
            
            
              

	














              
              

	














            


            
              
            

            
              
                
                "Jeff at Pardon Media did a fantastic job help me launch my business with bravado! He really understood what we were about and he effectively communicated the video to the general public. I wouldn’t hesitate to use him again and again and again."
— Eugene Jung | Owner - Pips & Bounce (Yelp)


              
              
              

              
            

            
            
              
              

	














              
              

	














            


          

        

      
        

          
            
            


  

  

    

      

      
    
  

  


          

          

            
            
              
              

	














              
              

	














            


            

            
            
            
              

	














              
              

	














            


            
              
            

            
              
                
                "Jeff was super available and willing to work within our budget. Was able to explain and worked patiently with our very minimal technological skills and taught us how to run our site. Very kind as well as professional, I would totally recommend him to others."
— Ariel Malia | Owner - The Chic Coop (Yelp)


              
              
              

              
            

            
            
              
              

	














              
              

	














            


          

        

      
        

          
            
            


  

  

    

      

      
    
  

  


          

          

            
            
              
              

	














              
              

	














            


            

            
            
            
              

	














              
              

	














            


            
              
            

            
              
                
                "Jeff has a unique eye for visuals and framing. A highly detail-oriented filmmaker with a well-developed visual style and knack for turning even the most seemingly mundane tasks into beautiful, cleverly orchestrated, and inspiring works of art. He is among the most persistent, committed, and enthusiastic individuals that I have ever worked with."
— Andrew Hendrix | Samsung (LinkedIn)


              
              
              

              
            

            
            
              
              

	














              
              

	














            


          

        

      
        

          
            
            


  

  

    

      

      
    
  

  


          

          

            
            
              
              

	














              
              

	














            


            

            
            
            
              

	














              
              

	














            


            
              
            

            
              
                
                "I really enjoyed working with Jeff. Not only is he a creative visionary but he also has his customer service dialed in. I found him to be an attentive listener and very patient. All my needs and wants for my project were met in a timely fashion. And I couldn’t have asked for better service."
— Coco Madrid | Promoter - Sanctuary Sunday
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  FEATURED WORK
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    Aerial Reel [lightbox]
  





 






  + CAMPAIGNS
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            Pips and Bounce was a start-up company looking to launch their first ping-pong event, they turned to Pardon Media to kick off the start of a successful marketing campaign. Together they brought to life a series of six promotional videos that would successfully increase the brand’s awareness throughout the Portland community. After conducting focus group research, we ran a successful Kickstarter crowdfunding campaign — raising $51,059 to build their first location that is now one of Portland's go-to attractions.


          
        
      
        
      

    

  


  







  
    Kickstarter Video [lightbox]
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            Ready to take their business to the next level, Leak Seal Roofing partnered with Pardon Media. Together they embarked on a rebranding overhaul, building a new website, designing a logo, and creating a series of four promotional videos — including buckets of aerial shots by drone. The three videos highlight their two roofing services and their proprietary technology, plus one video clarifying their services. The team wrapped the project by launching their brand on all social and online accounts.


          
        
      
        
      

    

  


  







  
    Services Video [lightbox]
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            Pardon Media created a video marketing campaign including eight advertising videos for Kafoury & McDougal and the Law Offices of Lourdes Sanchez. Their partnership included two television commercials, five practice areas videos, and one promotional video to summarize their services and thirty year history impacting the Pacific Northwest. Collaborating with the PixelSpoke agency who built their website while incorporating company videos created by Pardon Media for both English and Spanish language viewers.


          
        
      
        
      

    

  


  







  
    About Video [lightbox]
  









  + FILM PRODUCTION

















































  + VIDEO MARKETING


















































  + PHOTOGRAPHY | WEBSITE DESIGN
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  LET'S COLLABORATE
let us know how we can assist
we'll set up a complimentary consultation
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              How did you hear about Pardon Media?
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Referral
Google
Yelp
Facebook
Instagram
Twitter
Other


              

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

        

        


      

      

      
      
        
      

      

      
      Thank you! Pardon Media will reach out to you soon. We look forward to collaborating!
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